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hard hearts, crooked ways of love-making, difficulties of
union. The beauteous dream of the hermitage is about
to be broken. The two young hermits who are escorting
Sakuntala, at once feel that they have entered an alto-
gether different world, ".a house encircled by fire!" By
such touches at the beginning of the Fifth Act, the poet
prepares us for *the repudiation of Sakuntala at its end,
lest the blow should be too severe for us.
Then comes the repudiation. Sakuntala feels as if
she had been suddenly struck with a thunderbolt. Like
a deer stricken,by a trusted hand, this daughter of the
forest looks on in blank surprise, terror, and anguish.
At one blow she is hurled away from the hermitage, both
literal and metaphorical, in which she has so long lived.
She loses her connection with the loving friends, the birds,
beasts, and plants, and the beauty, peace, and purity of
her former life. She now stands alone, shelterless. In
one moment the music of the first four Acts is stilled!
O the deep silence and loneliness that then surround
her! She whose tender heart has made the whole world
of the hermitage her own folk, to-day stands absolutely
alone. She fills this vast vacuity with her mighty sorrow.
With rare poetic insight Kalidas has declined to restore
Sakuntala to Kanwa's hermitage. After the renunciation
by Dushyanta it was impossible for her to live in harmony
with that hermitage in the way she had done before . . .
She was no longer her former self; her relation with the
universe had changed. Had she been placed again amidst
her old surroundings, it would only have cruelly exhibited
the utter inconsistency of the whole situation. A mighty
silence was now needed, worthy of the mighty grief of
the mourner. But the poet has not shown us the picture

